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ABSTRACT The life worlds of innovating chefs are identified as important aspects towards a better understanding of culinary innovation. Hence, the concept of personal culinary innovation is proposed as a verifiable way to identify innovators in the field. Current studies, however, interchangeably use the term invention and innovation and fail to address central dimensions such as artistic aspiration, continuous and discontinuous conditions, learning and networking, adoption and diffusion as well as perceived newness and change. As a result, improving the dialogue between chefs and scholars is believed to be the key to better research in the field.
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INTRODUCTION: BACKGROUND TO THE STUDY

The aim of this conceptual paper is to contribute to the progress of the culinary research agenda by highlighting gaps in current studies on culinary innovation and by recommending a multidisciplinary approach to interpret the voices of elite chefs that are considered as important for the uncovering of the multidimensional realities of culinary innovation. In other words, this study argues that the complex meanings of culinary innovation are embedded in the life worlds (Lebenswelten) of elite chefs so that their everyday actions and interactions become fundamental building blocks to explore the phenomenon of culinary innovation. Only in their worlds, can people know themselves (cf. Husserl, 1970/1936; Merleau-Ponty, 1962/1945) and that is why future studies on culinary innovation should be informed by the shared understanding and Dasein of elite chefs in the broader world of gastronomic institutionalism (see Heidegger, 1962/1927). As a result, the perceptions, beliefs, explanations, and views of elite chefs who construct culinary innovations are important aspects to identify the consequences they face for their behaviours and for those with whom they interact when they innovate (cf. Berger and Luckmann, 1966).

This paper particularly focuses on culinary innovation with regards to elite chefs, who are defined by their culinary value, which is acknowledged by Michelin’s Guide Rouge. This restaurant guide is described as the most authoritative and widely recognised benchmark for the ranking of chefs and is said to be neutral towards different philosophies of cooking (cf. Durand et al., 2007; Rao et al., 2005). Elite chefs are further interesting in the light...
of culinary innovation, because they are part of the cultural field of *Haute Cuisine* that, like no other style of cooking, ties food to an intellectual discourse and expands cooking to theoretical codes and categories of practices (Ferguson, 2004; Rao *et al*., 2005). This paper claims that this intellectual dimension is important to let the yet generally unknown concept of culinary innovation emerge beyond the limited views of current studies. Moreover, this discourse is vital in order to be able to discuss culinary ideas that might be controversial to the institutional conventions of the gastronomic world, but that might be important for the development of the culinary guild (cf. Ganter, 2004). The power of such creative freedom can be manifested, for example, in the social movement in that a number of elite chefs revolted against the institution of gastronomy and so created the grounds on which the *Nouvelle Cuisine* was able to emerge (Rao *et al*., 2003). At this time, these elite chefs started to abandon a centuries-old symbolic language (cf. Escoffier, 1993) as well as systems, routines and artefacts that were created by institutional logics (Monin, 2005). This movement made it possible that new and innovative styles of cooking, such as Jacques Maximin’s ‘Conceptualism’, Michel Bra’s ‘Naturalism’, Joël Robuchon and Freddy Girardet’s ‘Perfectionism’, or Pierre Gagnaire’s ‘Style of Absolute Freedom’, could develop (cf. Ferran Adria in Weber-Lamberdière, 2007).

More recently, a culinary development surfaced that incorporates scientific aspects into cooking and changes the conservative image of chefs as humble craftsmen. The names Ferran Adrià, Heston Blumenthal, and Thomas Keller, for example, became synonyms for this new approach to cooking, but it is also they who criticise that their *New Cooking* has been largely misunderstood, both outside and inside the culinary world by overemphasising and sensationalising certain aspects while ignoring others. This misinterpretation found its climax in the fashionable term *Molecular Gastronomy* that derived from the name of an academic workshop on the exploration of food chemistry in classical dishes in 1992. According to Adria *et al.* (2006), however, ‘that workshop did not influence [their] approach, and the term “molecular gastronomy” does not describe [their] cooking, or indeed any style of cooking’. This claim clearly shows that academia must understand the worlds of these chefs before making definitive statements. Certainly, one can be inclined to say that this new cooking might be a *New Nouvelle Cuisine*, but any valid interpretation should be grounded in data that emerged in the life worlds of these innovative chefs. This case shows that there is a problem that practitioners and scientists speak dissimilar languages. This is also confirmed by Chef Ferran Adrià, who states that he and his team did not start to cooperate with any academician before 2003 when they found in the scientist and gastronome Pierre Castell a person with whom they were able for the first time to build a dialogue (Weber-Lamberdière, 2007).

As a result, this study portrays elite chefs as innovating and artistic omnivores rather than culinary snobs (cf. Peterson and Kern, 1996) and further argues that the phenomenon of culinary innovation seems to entail dimensions of creativity based on the elite chef’s artistic aspiration, of learning and networking as well as dimensions of adoption and diffusion that are influenced by the tradition of the broader gastronomic world (the authors refer to the concept of tradition by Polányi, 1962a) and interpersonal relationships (cf. Scott, 2001). The exploration of these dimensions is believed to help in painting a richer picture about the sociology of elite chefs and this paper encourages scholars not to ignore complex phenomena like passion, ideas, and fantasy but rather to listen what their own intuitive perception tells that could improve the understanding of the multiple realities of culinary innovation (cf. Mill, 2002; Schopenhauer, 1851). Better understanding of these fuzzy and complex parts of culinary creations can also improve the image of elite chefs in the public media that starts to develop flavours of a food porn for the entertainment of an audience that would never
dare to do what they see (cf. Anthony Bourdain in Hofer and Kamolz, 2007).

Food is a classifier, but food that is not as distinguished and beautiful like a fillet and that is aesthetically removed from the rest of the animal is considered ugly and vulgar (the authors refer here to Bourdieu, 1984). This attitude, however, can also be translated to the practice of research on culinary innovation. It seems that researchers directly focus on the distinguished and the beautiful of culinary innovation without taking into consideration the ugly and the vulgar. In other words, these scholars map a generic ‘continuous innovation process’ (eg Harrington, 2004a; Ottenbacher and Harrington, 2007) and ignore fuzzy, respectively, ugly, dimensions of culinary innovation. Such approaches create a poor language with a terminology that just helps to streamline the strategic planning and production of culinary creations. Some scholars (eg Ottenbacher and Harrington, 2007) seem to investigate in a world without irrationality and chaos (cf. Karl Popper quoted in Goldberg, 1985) and therefore ignore dimensions such as discontinuous and chaotic conditions as well as the importance of the perception of newness of the culinary innovation and its implication on change. These dimensions are influenced among other factors by the unexpected, incongruities, new knowledge, or changes in perception (cf. Drucker, 2006).

In consequence, five dimensions emerged within the above discourse that are by no means defining the entirety of the culinary innovation phenomenon, but that seem to be important and relevant dimensions helping to progress the culinary research agenda and to explore the sociology of elite chefs (Figure 1). These dimensions will further inform around 20 unstructured interviews that are planned with elite chefs in Europe, who will expectantly provide valuable grounding to amend and improve these five dimensions (see Figure 1).

CRITICAL REVIEW OF LITERATURE
Before engaging with the aforementioned dimensions, it is necessary to provide a clear distinction between invention and innovation as this appeared to be a major issue of misinterpretation in the literature on culinary innovation. Harrington (2004a,b), for example, creates an epistemology that defines culinary innovation as a process of new product development:

‘Culinary innovations are generally product-oriented, but the innovation process also applies to innovations in service as both types lie somewhere on a service-product continuum. …culinary innovations, culinary products and culinary product development are used interchangeably as all of these concepts reflect innovative food items consumed in a foodservice establishment’. (Harrington, 2004a)

In light of this narrowly defined view, Harrington limits the yet unknown concept of culinary innovation to emerge beyond the scope of goods and services. Rehn (2006), in contrast, provides a stimulating discourse on innovation as a manipulation of history and uses the example of Antonin Carême as a historic figure, who changed the conventional way of thinking about food and thus created a form of culinary innovation. Moreover, Rodgers (2008) discusses the technological aspects of innovation with regards to food production. New technologies are an important factor in the exploration of culinary innovation, because they can be both influenced by chefs and they can influence chefs in their practices and learning. Rehn and Rodgers challenge the conventional image of culinary innovation and inspire a reader to think broader and more thoroughly about any ad hoc conceptualisations.

Vahs and Burmester (2002), for example, illustrate under a management lens (Figure 2) the scope of innovation management in comparison to research and development (R&D) and technology management that can help to resolve future terminological misinterpretations, even on a broader and multidisciplinary understanding of the innovation phenomenon.
As a consequence, inventions are understood in this study as developed and mostly technical problem solutions that can be either planned or serendipitous (Borchert et al., 2004). Innovations, on the other hand, are seen as a heuristic process entailing new idea creation and, in case of the success of the innovation, the creation of a new value (cf. Csikszentmihalyi, 1997; Baracskai et al., 2007). This interpretation of culinary innovation is considered to be appropriate in light of its aforementioned interpersonal dimension that implies differences in the interpretation of value (see Schumpeter, 1911/1934), but entails that successful culinary innovations are adopted and diffused on grounds of their recognised meaning and value within the social system (cf. Polányi, 1962a on the concept of meaning).
Artistic aspirations

It became clear that academia is uncertain about the nature of elite chefs, but rather quick to dismiss the idea of Haute Cuisine as Avant-Garde, Cultural Expression, or even something artistic as this might be considered polemic and presumptuous (Ferran Adria in Weber-Lamberdière, 2007). Why can elite chefs, however, not be compared with other artists? To the contrary, academia should reconsider the artistic role of elite chefs, especially by means of theories of the humanities. None of the studies that explicitly mention culinary innovation try to explore the life worlds of elite chefs, who live between the often-restricted palate and the limited appetite for culinary discoveries of their paying customers as well as their own artistic aspirations. This problem is clearly difficult for young elite chefs, who yet have to prove their distinctive culinary style, while senior elite chefs seem to better cope with this strain, because they already left their traces in culinary history (cf. Leschziner, 2007; Stierand and Sandt, 2007).

Creative tensions, however, are also created within the field. Haute Cuisine involves normative, regulative, and cultural–cognitive dimensions, which form the identity of elite chefs and establishes symbols, routines, and artefacts that are justified by the logics of the empirical world of gastronomy and its interpersonal relationships (cf. Scott, 2001). These dimensions influence which culinary innovations will be adopted and diffused and therefore directly impact the freedom of creativity and artistic aspiration of elite chefs. New culinary ideas are thus embedded in both conformity and consensus and in conflict and change (cf. Scott, 2004). Though, by reading the only two studies that explicitly focus on culinary innovation — that is Harrington (2004a,b) and Ottenbacher and Harrington (2007) — there are no signs of questions and inspirational interpretations that intend to show what the broader empirical world of gastronomic institutionalism looks like and what influences it has on elite chefs and their culinary creations. The study of Ottenbacher and Harrington (2007), in particular, implies the feeling of misunderstanding between academia and chefs and it appears that the voices of chefs are conveniently interpreted to serve the strategic purpose of creating commercialisable knowledge for the industry. To provide evidence for this claim, Ottenbacher and Harrington state that ‘with respect to innovative new dishes the differentiator is not the product itself but rather the quality of the product’ (Ottenbacher and Harrington, 2007). This truism, however, is a rather banal starting point for a discussion about culinary innovation of elite chefs and allows two conclusions to be made. First, the questions asked by Ottenbacher and Harrington were unclear to the chefs, who then answered too broadly without explaining what they understand by culinary innovation. Secondly, the researchers lacked the skills to challenge these chefs and dig deeper into their worlds.

The need to dig deeper into the world of elite chefs can be demonstrated by the example of Gordon Ramsay who describes his reality as a young chef in Paris. After he had already served under the patronage of Guy Savoy, where ‘even the kitchen porters had … no respect for [him] … [and] … no one was interested that [he would] come from a three-star restaurant’ (Ramsay, 2006), he went to Joël Robuchon from where he reports the following:

‘So I went to the great Joël Robuchon where — guess what? — I had to start from the beginning all over again. Yes, believe it or not, I went straight back to being a humble commis. Again. And this time the humiliation was on a whole new level. Robuchon was the most famous restaurant in the world at the time. It had just forty-five seats, and was as snooty as they come — and I’m talking about the way they treated us, not the customers. When you arrived at the restaurant, you had to ring a bell and then stand there while one of the waiting staff let you in. You had a key, but you weren’t allowed to
use it. Robuchon himself had a lavatory that only he and his wife were allowed to use. The kitchen was in a kind of corridor. Once you were installed there, you simple didn’t move for the next five hours, and it was like the fucking SAS. Robuchon made Marco [Pierre White] look like a fucking pussy cat. It was extraordinary’. (Ramsay, 2006)

This narrative shows that if culinary research does not understand the sociology of elite chefs it cannot understand how culinary innovation is perceived, negotiated, adopted, diffused, and inherited (cf. Berger and Luckmann, 1966; Knorr-Cetina, 1981; Lincoln and Guba, 1985) and what the nature of learning and networking is in the world of institutional gastronomy under continuous and discontinuous conditions.

Continuous and discontinuous conditions
Current perspectives on culinary innovation seem to be overly technical and partly grounded in the 1950s when innovation was understood as simply covering product and process technologies that are developed in a naively steady world. At this time, management theorists believed innovation to be a linear process consisting of steps like research and development, market launch (Lederer, 1989), and adoption (Rogers, 1983 quoted in Hauschildt, 1997). This ‘technology-push approach’ (cf. Rothwell, 1992, 1994) assumed that market needs could be easily identified (Kameoka et al., 2001) and firms could linearly respond with their innovative products that were based on existing technologies (cf. Perunovic and Christiansen, 2005; Tidd et al., 2005). Since reality showed that this was a fatally narrow view, a ‘need-pull approach’ emerged in the mid-1960s that focused on the consumer as the true barometer for the linear production of innovation (cf. Rothwell, 1992, 1994; Tidd et al., 2005). While this approach was too limited as well, both approaches were combined in the mid-1970s into a ‘coupling approach’ that included a feedback loop to control likely discontinuities between firm and consumer.

The current culinary innovation studies also assume this naively steady world and apply mainly epistemologies that remain in the 1970s. This limited view, however, creates the illusion that culinary innovation is a well-structured problem, presuming that there are exact criteria to test solutions and to blueprint each single phase of the culinary innovation process (see Simon, 1973 on well-structured problems). What these studies, however, actually achieve is an artificially validated process under a condition that Bessant and Caffyn (1997) termed as continuous innovation. Under this condition, innovation is nothing more than a process of improvement that takes place in a framework of existing and known rules. Simply said, continuous innovation means to do things as usual but better. This does not exclude significant changes but implies that changes occur within an established framework.

The 1980s, however, showed a first attempt to accept that innovation is embedded in a complex world of networks and interpersonal relationships. This ‘integrated approach’ was further pursued and the emerging pressures of globalisation in the 1990s made it even more evident that innovation is a seismograph of time and space. This last generation of innovation, which Rothwell calls the ‘fifth mode of innovation’, changed the social construction of innovation approaches by also considering the disorganisation of organisation as part of the phenomenon (eg Castells, 2000; Lash and Urry, 1987). Figure 3 illustrates these aforementioned innovation approaches.

Certainly, continuous innovation is already complex, because of its personal and local character, but future studies cannot ignore culinary innovations that are influenced by discontinuous and chaotic conditions just because it increases the complexity of the concept. Schumpeter’s image of innovations as waves of creative destruction still prevails as a major discussion among leading scholars from diverse disciplines (see Malerba, 2006). In essence,
Schumpeter challenged the status quo of capitalism by saying that the crux of capitalism is not how to manage existing structures, but how to destroy them and create new ones, favouring those firms that react fast enough and are able to take hold of discontinuities. Schumpeter was an economist, but his idea of creative destruction can provide the ground for many personal dimensions and should be a notion of general interest to all innovation researchers. This discussion, however, seems to be widely ignored in the studies of Harrington and Ottenbacher.

Discontinuity can be a scary notion, because it is not an everyday event that forces innovators to experiment in order to accumulate new knowledge that can help them to keep track in an unpredictable world. During times of experimentation, a so-called dominant design emerges that in some way predicts the most popular but not necessarily the most sophisticated trajectory of the future. The old trajectories, however, are still in place and normally undergo rapid improvements, which in turn sharpen the conditions for all actors (Tidd, 2006). Clayton Christensen (1997), for example, impressively portrays how the appearance of new markets can create different needs and expectations and hence establish discontinuous conditions. These new markets can disrupt existing innovators even if they have supposedly perfected their innovation machinery, but have just missed to recognise the power of the adjoining slowly growing market (Tidd, 2006) that starts rebelling against existing rules and demands new performance features or refuses to consume and thus demands the creation of an entirely new trajectory (Christensen and Raynor, 2003).

The world of culinary innovation in current studies pretends to be just a well-structured problem under continuous conditions. Therefore,
the contribution of these studies should be considered as task fulfilment rather than as problem-solving, because the ill-structured problem under discontinuous conditions is neglected (cf. Baracskai, 1997; Dörfler, 2005). As a result, future research should try to focus on how to structure the problem of innovation so that the ill-structured problem of culinary innovation can perhaps become a well-structured task in future (cf. Eden, 1987).

**Learning and networking**

These conditions discussed above are believed to affect the learning and knowledge of elite chefs. The knowledge of individual elite chefs is affected by the social system as described by Polányi in his concept of tradition (cf. Polányi, 1962a). He refers to tradition as a system of values that influences the transfer of knowledge within a social milieu. Such ‘communities of practice’ (Jacobs, 2002; Polányi, 1962a focused on communities of scientific practice) influence innovation and are therefore additional evidence that the phenomenon of culinary innovation is not an isolated event but is inter-linked with its social environment (cf. Castells, 2000). Morrison et al. (2004), for example, introduce the term ‘learning communities’ to describe institutional networks that have a common purpose and provide their members with cohesion and benefits that are summarised by Lynch et al. (2000) as being learning and exchange, common business activity, and community building. These networks can be of formal, semi-formal, or even informal character (Gibson et al., 2005), but it is their underlying logic that is of importance to help inducing innovation by structuring the unstructured (or ill-structured), but also by providing flexibility to the unstructured that is believed to be the engine of innovative human action (Castells, 2000).

Referring to the aforementioned view of innovation as a heuristic process of idea creation and value creation can now help us to see the relevance of knowledge and networking. Idea creation is the creative process in which ill-structured problems are tried to be solved (Simon, 1973) by rearranging one’s existing knowledge (Dörfler, 2004). If an elite chef decides on a new culinary idea, it is the network of gatekeepers that will decide on the validity of the idea (Csíkszentmihályi, 1997). This mechanism can be related to Polanyi’s (Polányi, 1966) ‘principle of mutual control’, or Popper’s (2004) ‘inter-subjective testing’, and shows how influential networks are for the journey of ‘pitching the brilliant idea’ into a valuable innovation. The new culinary value, in turn, is validated through the co-creation of catchers who promote the new value (Elsbach, 2003). Culinary innovation is therefore described in this study as personal culinary innovation and interpreted as ‘material or symbolic artefact, which [elite chefs] perceive as novel and as an improvement in comparison to the existing’ (paraphrasing Braun-Thürrmann, 2005).

Both Polányi (1962b) and Heisenberg (2000) state that the attribute ‘personal’ symbolises that knowledge depends on the knower’s personal characteristics like mood, attitude, emotions, and value system so Ottenbacher and Gnoth’s (2005) assessment, that ‘the major benefit of successful innovation is to be or become more competitive’, becomes a naively narrow view of the phenomenon. These two authors mention, for example, the visiting of a colleague’s restaurant, travelling abroad, experiences from previous employers, or ideas from customers as sources of inspiration for chefs, but they do not further elaborate on these aspects with the lens of networking and learning or other theories that could strengthen their arguments.

**Adoption and diffusion**

The discourse so far has shown that culinary innovation is a balancing act between the sophistication and the popularity of the new idea, but the current studies fail to discuss this important issue. The theory of adoption and diffusion explains the acceptance and use of an innovation (see Stockmeyer, 2002) that depends on the individual perception (see
Bähr-Seppelfricke, 1999) of how rule-breaking but also of how compatible the innovation is with values, needs, and past experiences (see Rogers, 1983; Rogers and Shoemaker, 1971). The social system is again an important aspect to consider, because social systems generally tend to avoid innovation while in fact they are in need of it (see Sauer and Lang, 1999; Weick, 1985). Social systems are selective in order to secure the system (Pohlmann, 2005) and therefore members of the system argue that their innovations cannot be too contrary to the system’s sense-making culture (Peter, 1970). This argument is also confirmed by one of Ottenbacher and Harrington’s interviewed chefs:

‘I can’t be too trendy because my customers have a conservative taste; therefore, I always use a conservative filter before advancing with the new idea’. (Ottenbacher and Harrington, 2007)

Ottenbacher and Harrington, however, again did not further elaborate on the above statement so that this paper wants to provide their missing interpretation by arguing that the voice of the above chef shows that the resistance to change tends to grow when the stability of rationalised fiction between power and trust is disturbed (Meyer and Rowan, 1977). Ottenbacher and Harrington indeed fulfilled the task to mention that some of their chefs undertake a customer-oriented screening of their innovations, but they do not use the theories of adoption and diffusion to help in solving the problem of culinary innovation.

As a result and to contribute to the progress of the culinary research agenda, this study proposes that future research has to explore how complementary and complex culinary innovations can be in order to be accepted by the social system (see Fliegel and Kivlin, 1966). For example, it is as important that innovations are understood by the members of the social system (Agarwal and Prasad, 1997) as it is important that elite chefs understand academics and vice versa. This mutual understanding helps to limit the perceived risk (Meyer and Goes, 1988; Meyer et al., 1997) and uncertainty (Wolfe, 1994) that can emerge in the shape of financial costs (Zaltman et al., 1973) and social costs that have effects on status (Wolfe, 1994), power, interpersonal relationships (Zaltman et al., 1973), and image (Agarwal and Prasad, 1997). Time is another indicator that shows that after a certain point in time, an adoption may not be seen as rewarding (Zaltman et al., 1973) so that time is not only an indicator of how fast an innovation gets adopted and diffused but also of how well the new and its change to the existing is perceived.

**Perceived newness and change**

The concept of perceived newness and change is mentioned in several major studies and is sometimes called the degree of innovativeness (e.g., Cheng and Van de Ven, 1996; Damapour, 1991; Garcia and Calantone, 2002; Kleinschmidt and Cooper, 1991; Veryzer, 1998). Perceived newness and change is related to the notion of adoption and diffusion, because it is relevant who considers an innovation as new (Johannessen et al., 2001). The literature, however, mainly explains this problem in a commercial context. Some scholars argue, for example, that newness can be considered in relation to the firm or market (Cooper, 1993; Kotabe and Swan, 1995). This firm-based framework can thus be interpreted as describing internal innovations that are unlikely to have direct impacts on the external social system, but help to maintain the innovativeness of the individual and may affect how the individual is perceived by the outside world. The more broadly created notion of ‘relevant units of adoption’, as introduced by Zaltman et al. (1973), however, relates to the personal character of innovations by establishing a continuum of relevant units of adoption.

Newness is therefore context-specific and is evaluated along continua that describe the quality of newness (see Avlonitis et al., 2001; Daneels and Kleinschmidt, 2001; Leonard-Barton, 1998). This quality, magnitude, or
pervasiveness of change describes — in rather technical metaphors — how innovation displaces existing states and is individually perceived by comparing the magnitude of change with other changes (see West and Anderson, 1996). Metaphoric terms like incremental and radical describe innovations that entail a low degree of change from existing practices (Damanpour, 1996) and innovations that entail fundamental changes that can be seen as new paradigm (Lambe and Spekman, 1997). Similar descriptions are given by the terms evolutionary and revolutionary innovations (Rabson and DeMarco, 1999), individual and synergistic innovations (Goodman, 1981), and instrumental and ultimate innovations (Wolfe, 1994).

These terminological games, however, create only more confusion with the consequence that the incremental and radical dichotomy is often confused with the concept of continuous and discontinuous innovations mentioned earlier. As a result, this study favours the idea of Henderson and Clark (1990), who stress that a distinction along the incremental-radical dichotomy is not sufficient enough to explain how individuals distinguish between their perceptions of newness and change and therefore propose to explain the notion of perceived newness by knowledge levels. They identified distinct levels of knowledge of both innovator and adopter that influence the creation, adoption, and diffusion of innovation. Knowledge that is only sufficient to understand components of what might be called a ‘full innovation’ can only create incremental innovations that show improved components, but show no change in their dominant architecture (ie structure or design). Knowledge to create radical innovations, in contrast, must be deeply routed in the understanding of both components and architecture. Henderson and Clark (1990) further distinguish between modular innovations that require deep architectural knowledge, but only little component knowledge as it fundamentally changes the dominant architecture. Figure 4 illustrates the ideas of Henderson and Clark’s approach.

In conclusion, the construct of perceived newness and change also entails the aforementioned aspect of objects of innovation that Harrington limits to goods and services only. The aspect of innovation objects, however, draws a relationship to the earlier discussed dichotomies of instrumental-ultimate and individual-synergistic innovations by highlighting the relevance of autonomy, which means that some innovations can be created, adopted, and diffused independently from other innovations; whereas others require additional innovations to be created or adapted in order to be effective (Chesborough and Teece, 1996).

CONCLUSION AND RECOMMENDATIONS

The uncovering of everyday actions and interactions of chefs is identified as important in achieving a better understanding of culinary innovation. It is recommended that future studies explore the perceptions, beliefs, explanations, and views of innovating chefs and

Figure 4  Henderson and Clark model (1990)
analyse the consequences these chefs face for their innovating behaviours and for those with whom they interact. In order to identify which chefs are considered as innovators, this study proposes the concept of personal culinary innovation, because it is valid and verifiable through its commitment to a reality that is external to the chef and that is controlled by gatekeepers who decide whether or not chefs are recognised as innovators. Networks and culinary tradition are therefore seen as significant influences of how knowledge is transferred within the social milieu of elite chefs.

Furthermore, this paper intended to stimulate the academy to reconsider the artistic role of elite chefs, which can change the directions of how culinary innovation may be approached in future. Consequently, it is shown that researchers should increase their knowledge of the sociology of chefs and that it is essential to recognise the different philosophies of cuisine so as to build a mutual dialogue. This dialogue is believed to represent the key to a better understanding of how culinary innovation is perceived, negotiated, adopted, diffused, and inherited in the world of institutional gastronomy. The lack of such a dialogue, however, has created studies that interchangeably and wrongly use the term invention and innovation and fail to address central dimensions such as artistic aspiration, continuous and discontinuous conditions, learning and networking, adoption and diffusion as well as perceived newness and change.

In conclusion, it is the successful explanation of how to structure the problem of culinary innovation that is believed to progress the understanding of the phenomenon and might be an essential part of solving the problem.
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